




























Seamus Heaney （1939-） published his ninth volume of poetry, Seeing Things, in 1991. In this 
book, he focused on his identity as an Irish, and a history, mythology and politics of Northern 
Ireland. He also dealt with the world of imagination and the dead, the landscape of his childhood, 
and his inner self. These themes had been the poet’s constant preoccupation since his first 
publication of poetry. He wrote Seeing Things in order to re-view the things he had seen in the 
past. He also avowed a statement as a poet as he did in his first book of poems, Death of a 
naturalist, which was published in 1966. After overcoming from his parent death and reaching a 
turning point in his poetical career, he has come to review things in his life. In Seeing Things, his 
effort to recapture the past makes it possible to find his way of seeing things. He has new 
revelations about things in his ordinary life and discovers joy in writing poetry. This book 
reveals his renewed point of view and his changed attitude towards his poetry.
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1 Seamus Heaney Death of a Naturalist （London : Faber and Faber, 1966） ‘Digging’から
 Between my ﬁ nger and my thumb
 The squat pen rests ; sung as a gun
 Under my window, a clean rasping sound
 When the spade sinks into gravelly ground :
 My father, digging.
 But I’ve no spade to follow men like them.
 Between my ﬁ nger and my thumb
 The squat pen rests.
 I’ll dig with it.
―　　―233
2 Dangerous pavements.
 But I face the ice this year
 With my father’s stick.
1-1：父の存在と葛藤　 





























































































評価しようと試みる3。“The Ash Plant,” “The 
Pitchfork,” “A Basket of Chestnuts,” “The 
Settled Bed,” “The Schoolbag,” “The Cot,” 
































3 Douglas Dunn, “Quotidion Miracle : Seeing Things” The Art of Seamus Heaney, Tony Curis ed. 4th edition. （Ireland : 































　Seeing Things には Death of a Naturalist の
死と自然、Wintering Out のアイルランドの史
跡や歴史、North、Field Work の政治的要素、
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